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Welcome to the tenth edition of the “Scale Model Tutorials

And Guides " magazine.
This magazine was born out of the need to have a free
magazine designed by modellers, for modellers.
The magazine will look to cover a wide range of topics
related to our great hobby. This is a ground-breaking
moment for members and modellers alike, a free magazine
designed to cover your modelling requirements; and I
would like to take this opportunity to thank the editorial
staff for all the hard work they have put into the
magazine….and, also to the contributors who allowed us to
use their excellent guides.
We depend on you guys to submit your guides, tips, what’s
happening in your area, upcoming shows, and
tutorials…REMEMBER…it’s YOUR input that will
determine the success of the magazine
You can contact me or any of the editorial team for future
articles, or input, by pm on the Facebook group.

All articles in this magazine have been reproduced with full knowledge and permission of the owner and have been given freely and with consent. It is agreed and
understood that any and all pictures used by submitters are their own property, and if not, permission has been sought and received from their owners or copyright
holders, for use in this publication..
By viewing or downloading this publication it is agreed that, although every care has been taken to avoid mistakes, the editor and editorial team cannot be held liable
in any way for omissions or errors. Nor can the editor or editorial team accept responsibility for advertisements in the publication, or bona fide of advertisers.
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Painting Instrument Panels by Aaron

Shane Joustra

I built my last 72nd scale kit at about age 25 when I saw all the nicely detailed instrument panels
Hasegawa, Tamiya and Accurate Miniatures were producing in their 48 and 32 scale ranges. As a

lover of detail painting I was in heaven and with the discovery of the then new wave of resin
aftermarket offices being produced I was there to stay.
Aside from building and painting model aircraft I have a love of figure painting, mainly Napoleonics,
and this has given me an appreciation of the versatility and the many qualities of artist oils.
Coming back to our wonderful hobby after an extended hiatus of some 20 plus years I decided to
introduce oils into my modelling; predominantly in detail painting and in weathering.
Before getting into the nitty gritty I will take a moment to advise any who decide to get some oils, or
at least try them, please do NOT scrimp on quality. There are many good brands out there and a large

number of lesser quality and with artist oils money talks. Personally, I use Winsor and Newton Artist
Oils (not their Winton or Cotman student grades) and Art Spectrum Artist Oils. There are other wellrespected brands but not having tried them I will not comment one way or another. Unlike with

hobby paints you are not paying for volume per tube so much as you are paying for the pigments; the
type, density and fineness of them. One tube of Titanium White may cost you “x” but the same size
tube of Cobalt Blue could cost substantially more. Yes, artist oils cost a fair bit more upfront to
purchase but a tube will last you far longer than the same quantity in hobby paint. Ok enough of that
now let's get down to brass tacks.
There are two methods I use for instrument panels both being very similar but used in different
situations.

Where the dials are represented but are flat and recessed, (i.e. no dial or numbering detail), I use an
old school scratching method and I will begin by describing this technique first.

First, I lay down a primer coat of Stynlrez (Badger) black
primer. I choose this brand as I like its adhering qualities and
the fact that it pretty much self-levels and provides a good

surface for pretty much any other paint to adhere. I can airbrush it neat (no thinners) at about 20 to 25 p.s.i.
This primer is ready to paint over inside an hour. Next, I
airbrush a couple of coats of Insignia White lacquer, my
preferred brand being MRP (Mr Paint) as these are ready to

airbrush straight from the bottle and I am impressed by their
colours and colour matching.

Next step is to use a sharp round toothpick and
carefully apply a small dob of liquid mask to
each of the instrument faces to protect them
from the next layer of paint.
Once the liquid mask is dry I airbrush on a coat
of Gunze Mr Metal Aluminium which is

thinned to correct consistency (about that of
skim milk) with Mr Colour Levelling Thinners.
I apply this evenly over the entire panel. The

reason I have used lacquers over the primer is I
don’t want the following layer of oils to react or
rejuvenate these coats at all.

“…any who decide to get some oils, or at least
try them, please do NOT scrimp on quality…”

20 minutes later and I can use the sharp point of a toothpick
to carefully remove the liquid mask from the instrument
faces and am ready to apply the first of my oils. For this I use

Mars Black Winsor and Newton oils, this particular black is
of the reddish brown (warm) family of blacks and dries to a
beautiful dead flat finish. To speed dry time and ensure a matt

finish I place a small blob of paint on an index card and let
the oils leach out slowly over a few hours (time varies
according to temperatures and amount of paint). I know the
paint is ready when the shine has dulled to a slight sheen
similar to boot polish.

I now take a small soft flat brush and dip it in clean
odourless thinners (this type of white spirit is formulated
specially for artists and gives a better finish than the

regular cheap mineral turpentine I clean my brushes in.
I lightly blot the excess thinners from my brush with a
kitchen paper towel as I only want the brush damp not
loaded. Now I swipe it lightly over the paint and test the
flow on the card, if it is flowing like ink and I can't see

small lumps of paint on the brush it is good to go. Now I
carefully paint the whole instrument panel, dials and all.
I am looking for a smooth even coating with no brush
marks. This coat will take a few hours to dry but to be
safe I generally leave overnight before moving on. With

the oils leached out the oils will dry faster than normal
and will also dry with a pleasing dead flat finish. Now I
take a small sewing pin, the point of which I have

sharpened even more than they already are, and I
carefully scratch out the needles and markings I want

on each of the instrument faces and dials. The idea is to
scratch through the black and leave the white lacquer
showing through as the needles and marks or the
instruments. This is far simpler than trying to paint the

details on a flat surface, but I would only use this method
on 32 scale, or larger. It would no doubt also work on
35th scale armour and helicopter instrument faces.

Now still with the oils but this time with red, yellow, blue and green
depending what my references indicate I paint the other switches,
instruments and knobs etc. For this I generally don’t leach the oils out
first and simply use a plastic plate as a throw away palette. To get best
results I use a 000 Windsor and Newton 7 Series pure sable brush, my
main reason being it holds a beautifully fine point. Now here is where
you will learn to appreciate the qualities of artist oils. Thanks to their
high pigment density and vibrancy of colour I get beautiful one pass
coverage even on whites and yellows. Every extra pass you need to
make to get good coverage is an opportunity for disaster. Secondly with
oils I know the paint will only go EXACTLY where the tip of my brush
touches and will not flow everywhere like a liquid hobby paint is wont
to do.
To add scratches, I now simply take my sharpened
pin that I used on the dials and very carefully
randomly scratch through the black of the panel
itself. As with the white of the instrument dials the
scratches will now reveal the silver lacquer coat
applied earlier.
On each of the instrument faces I now apply a
small dab of clear gloss (lacquer so as not to risk
rejuvenating the oils) to represent the glass
protecting the instruments in real life.

Thus, ends the first technique. Old school
scratching to reveal an undercoat with a twist
provided by artist oils.

For 1:48 scale I use a more straightforward approach
and just paint all in oils over a Stynlrez primer coat. I
paint the individual needles in white artist oils and
paint the other instruments and knobs in the

appropriate artist oil colours as described above.
Again, using a good quality brush that holds a fine

point well. The other main difference with this
method, aside from painting the individual needles, is
you need to allow everything to dry thoroughly before

you apply the clear gloss lacquer to the instrument
faces. If the white needles are not totally dry you may
end up ruining everything by applying the clear too

early. I generally allow 3 to 4 days for it to dry (yes,
the downside of oils but I find the results well worth

it). Once dry I then apply scratches in either silver
lacquer carefully added by brush or a very sharp silver
pencil.
Sometimes you will find the instrument panel may
have different levels like the Spitfire panel in the

photos. For that I will often add a tiny amount of white
to my black to create a very dark grey and paint some
of the raised panels in this for variation and depth.

That is pretty much how I do instrument panels. I find

both techniques simple and straight forward the keys
being to let the oils dry thoroughly and use a very
sharp pin for any scratching out.

Succubi Throne by Mark Dewhurst

In 2016 I had picked up some demonettes by HassleFree Miniatures
at “Salute” and had been waiting from something to do with them.

The Succubus from Limbo Miniatures looked to be the right match
and already comes seated on a demonic throne.

My initial thought was to have them all in place on the main base that
came with the succubus, but after some online discussions, it was

clear a bigger base would be needed and perhaps the addition of a
stair case.
This lead the inevitable conclusion that a much bigger base would be

required mimicking the initial throne of the succubus. From here it
would be an entire scratch build.

The new base is the main concern of the tutorial.

I started off with the following: three oblongs of plywood,
cardboard, florist wire, kitchen paper and the trusty
artists stucco.
Stage 1:

Initial construction and idea
Stage 2:
Covered in stucco, this give
the textures I initially

wanted for the main pillar
and throne floor support.
A heavy wash of black paint
brings out more of the
textures.

Stage 3:
I wanted to create a marble floor for the throne, so I
made a jig and then formed the tiles from a stencil
outline I had made of the main floor.

Stage 4:
While the clay tiles were drying I continued with the main formation, joining the floor to the main pillar and
wrapping the “fingers” in kitchen paper mixed with PVA glue.

After everything had dried and set I then rolled cardboard
and attached under the fingers, then I slowly bulked out the
fingers before coating with more stucco.

Stage 5:
The fingers were given a
generous coating in a
base colour of carmine
red and then a dark
brown wash. I then dry
fitted the now cured
floor tiles to get a first
feel for the top. You may
also notice I added
directional arrows on
the tiles.

Stage 6:
I added pumice paste to the wood floor and then apply
the now coloured (black red) and broken floor tiles.

Stage 7:
Next was to create a marble effect on
the floor tiles – using Black Red 70.859, Magenta 70.945, M+ Brown
Rose 70.803, M+BR+Salmon 70.835,
Black sponge, Scarlet Red 70.012
sponge and Agrax wash over the top.

Stage 8:
Those fingers were not working for me now, so I repainted
using: Magenta, brown rose, salmon rose and a blue wash.
Highlights consisted of violet, violet blue and ice blue and then
blending these into the main base

Stage 9:
The main throne is attached to a staircase,
which was built from balsa strips, covered
in clay and the marbling affect reapplied. The main throne its self gets the
same treatment as the fingers.

Stage 10
The base was looking a little bare, so I thought I would have a go at creating some random “crystal rods”.
Using the reverse of the jig I made earlier I added lollipop sticks to get the depth. Then using Das Clay
prepared the area. I then cut the clay as it was curing to create the rods

Once cured, I broke the “rods” in random places and dry fitted them to the base to give me an idea how they
would look.

Painting consisted of a coat of Indigo. After this I painted the rods using iridescent medium mixed with
green ink, and a finally a coat of gloss varnish.

I then smothered the base with Vallejo Black texture cover – this was allowed to dry and then was dry-brushed
to compliment the pillar.

I hope you have enjoyed this and if any questions do not hesitate to reach out to me on our FB page.

Making Residual Snow with Krycell Ice and Snow Wash by JC

Osborne

If you’re like me, I feared tangling with snow and ice
on any of my armour pieces. There seemed to be a
plethora of homemade approaches that just didn’t
seem to hit the mark. Whether it was a baking soda
and white glue mix, talcum powder, microballoons,
or some other concoction it just didn’t seem realistic.
Well, fear no more as there is now a third-party
product that works as advertised. Precision Ice and
Snow (www.precisioniceandsnow.com). Ice and
Snow Wash is a white liquid that you apply with a
brush. It tends to separate quickly so make sure you
give it a good shake before you apply it.
You can use this product straight from the bottle
for most effects and combined with water to get a
slightly different effect. Application is very simple
just dip your brush in and place it where you want
it to go. Using a paint mule, here’s what it looks like
when freshly applied.
In thirty minutes it’s fairly well set.

Another way to utilize the product to give a
thin covering of remaining snow, is to lay
down some water on the area in which you
want the effect to happen.

Then with a brush you can add in the Ice
and Snow wash. You can add as little or as
much as you want. Mine looks like this:

In about 30 minutes you get this effect.
Then using a brush, add water on top of this
and adjust it to your liking.
When it dries it looks like this:

One of the coolest effects I achieved with
this product was to combine it with
pigments. You know the look you get when
a vehicle has been out in the snow and ice
for a while… this kind of thing…

I went for this effect on my Tiger wheels as you can see here.

Here’s how it’s done. You can either start from scratch with a new batch of liquid or you can add over what you
already have. Below, I’m adding to a new spot in the lower left picture to what I already had on the roof of the
turret. You just sprinkle some pigments (Africa Earth lower left, European Dirt in centre) into the wet mixture. You
can move it around with a brush or a Q-tip. If you feel like it’s too wet the Q-tip works well in reducing the liquid.

I found this product to be excellent for creating the effects I wanted to achieve. There’s one small negative
point about it, in that it dries matte, but if you want a little glisten to it you can always touch it up with some
gloss clear coat.

Making curtains for small scale buildings by Enrico

Arezo

Hi everyone! My name is Enrico, I am a Gundam modeler from Rivera, Uruguay.
In this tutorial I am going to show you how I make curtains for the buildings I use on my dioramas. As
1/144 is my favourite scale, I frequently must come up with alternatives and tricks to cover the lack of
available products for this scale.
The method I am going to show you is very simple but can help you achieve great results.
1.This is a 1/144 building that I scratch built, painted and weathered. I also sprayed some flat top coat
on the windows to make them look foggy and dirty as this building is supposed to be abandoned.

2. I grab a roll of painter's tape, this is 3M's

101 LA. Any painter's tape will do, as

long as they have that transparency they
usually have, and the colour looks good
for curtains; white, light yellow or light
blue are fine.

3. I lay a piece of tape on my cutting mat and cut
out a piece that's about the same width as the
window and a little bigger in height.
Here you can see how the tape is irregularly
transparent. This will make our curtains more
realistic.

4. I make wrinkles by pressing the
piece of tape with tweezers.
I find these types of tweezers better
for this task than the normal
modelling tweezers.

5. Nice and irregular wrinkles, this is
what we need.

6. I carefully stick the piece of tape on the
clear plastic I used to make the window, on
the inside of the building. Placing the tape
can be tricky, take your time.
I then lift both ends, forming a curve on the
peeled tape.
This piece of tape will make the left curtain
of the window on the right, and the right
curtain of the window on the left. I use one
piece of tape to make 2 curtains, thereby
saving some time.
The inside of my building looks pretty rough,
but that's because I glued lots of pieces of
plastic to it to make sure it was strong
enough.
7. This is how the
curtain looks from the
outside.
As I said, this single
piece of tape works as a
left curtain for the
right window and vice
versa.

8. If we do the same for all the windows on
both sides, this is the result.
I made some curtains more open and
separated than others to avoid uniformity
which doesn't look realistic.
The whole process took me around 40
minutes, which is not bad for a technique
that can improve the aspect of a window so
much.

For me, the themes of the war in Iraq and Afghanistan are the most interesting in model making. I dedicate a
lot of my free time working on models and dioramas on this subject. In recent times, along with some battle
scenes dioramas, I became interested in the internal arrangement of American military bases, and their allies,
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
When I saw the M1083 model from Trumpeter, I thought it would be perfect for this subject. In this diorama
I chose the subject of logistics. In my opinion, this area is not fully explored in model making and I was
always amazed by the huge logistics centers built in the desert with hangars, warehouses, accommodation,
heavy vehicles repair facilities, restaurants and barracks, repair complexes and huge trucks with containers.
All in all, it’ a great hell!
Though good logistics is the guarantee of victory!

There were no major issues with the construction of the M1083. In fact, it was a pleasure to build. The
parts can be assembled quite easily, and the details are perfect.
A slight issue I have with this model was cutting the parts off the sprue; and found that the parts can be
easily damaged if care is not taken. The solution is simple, instead of using a side cutter, you are better off
using a model knife. But be sure the knife is a well-pointed and ultra-sharp.

The model was painted using Vallejo acrylic paints. Before I began I covered the whole model with a
primer from the same manufacturer (I used Gray 74.601). From the very beginning I decided to make the
truck in NATO camouflage. I didn’t have much experience with this style, as my previous models were
usually in sand color. So, to begin I painted the vehicle in a dark green colour. I then cut the camouflage
elements from the tape with wavy lines and attached them to the places where they should remain the
dark green color. I followed the standard painting scheme. Then I painted in the brown color. I then cut
the tape in shapes again, covered the places over the brown camouflage elements and applied a light
green paint. After drying, I removed the tape. Small details were painted with the brushes number 000
and 0000. Then I did the wash with Black Vallejo 76.518.
Onto pigments, and I used Vallejo Light Yellow Ochre 73.102 mixed with vodka and a small drop of
thinner 70.524, this was applied over the entire surface of the model. After drying I repeated once again
over the surface of the model with a wide brush dipped in water with vodka. That is necessary to dilute
the intensity of the pigments and get rid of the stains. After the model was completely dry, I lightly over
sprayed with sand colour 71.106 diluted with water.
After drying, I applied black oil paint splashes. I made oil and fuel stains and smoke shades in and around
the exhaust pipe and fuel tank. The oil paint was diluted with a white spirit to give the most realistic
appearance, for smoke shades I used the Tamiya dry oil paints set.

Logistics centers are always
equipped with forklift trucks. I
studied lots of photos on the
internet, and realised that I
needed a medium-sized
forklift with the average
carrying capacity. According
to my diorama requirements
the forklifts by Toyota or
Hyster were suitable.

I found a Hyster’s forklift used by the US Navy in Iraq photos on the internet, and I liked the color of the egg-green
hue. Perhaps that is why I choose the forklift from Hyster. There are only two trucks in scale 1/35 from Tacom and
Verlinden in the modeling world. The first is for the Bundeswehr and is big enough, the second is the forklift from the
Vietnam era. There are still modern medium-sized Toyota forklifts from Chinese model manufacturers, but the scale
is not correct "1/32 (1/35)", so that was not an option. So, I decided to make the forklift by myself. I have a 3D printer
and I have been practicing for a while now. The manufacturer of my 3D printer is Myrywell, it’s a really good 3D
printer that works on any software and is limited only by the working surface and detailing, but if I need something
for dioramas, buildings or large machines the 3D printer is very useful indeed.

I used cyanoacrylate glue to construct the model. The
roof and the fenders were made from Coca-Cola cans,
because it has the required thickness. It was then
primed (Gray 74.601) and painted in 71.025 Dark
Yellow. The manufacturers name for the forklift, and
some signs for it, were printed on my printer on paper
for decals, and glued to the forklift.
I used Decal medium and Decal Fix from Vallejo. After
drying, I covered it in a matte varnish from Vallejo.
Then I airbrushed 71.106 Sand over the forklift, I tried
to imitate a light spraying. The finer details were
painted in other colors from Vallejo.

The hangar was made of beams
and trusses. I printed them on
the 3D printer, processing is the
same as with the forklift, all the
parts were put together with the
cyanoacrylate glue.

The corrugated sheets were made from foil food containers.
First, I printed the matrix then cut off the necessary piece of
sheet, applied it to the matrix and held with a pencil so that
the shape was imprinted onto the foil. Next, I attached these
sheets to the hangar and to the modular building's roof.
American soldiers usually use plywood for wall decoration,
so I printed out a piece of paper with the plywood pattern
on it and glued it on the building walls. All the furniture,
the inside and outside equipment of the hangar, and the
modular building itself, were printed on the 3D printer. All
the wires on the building are the wires from my old
headphones and 0.5 mm rubber bands. The bottles for
coolers, Meng (SPS-010), were taken from the sets, boxes of
cookies, sheets of papers, boxes of coffee, etc. were also
printed and glued.

Boxes with water bottles, MRE, etc., were printed
on A4 size sheets, cut and constructed into
separate piles. Boxes were glued together into
blocks, later glued to pallets and then I wrapped it
in cling film to add a touch of reality. The canisters
and barrels are cast in silicone molds which are
made from resin (the technology is described
below), they are also made into stacks on the euro
pallets. The hangar, modular building, truck,
forklift were set on the base which was made of a
foamboard.

On the foamboard base I carved grooves, imitating concrete slabs, after I cut with my knife and
moistened with a brush dipped in acetone to strengthen the effect of destruction. A liquid gypsum was
put in the hangar area to make the floor look flat.
After drying, everything was covered with PVA glue, diluted in water, and I immediately applied sand
and stones. The sand was from different kinds of beaches which I brought as souvenirs from Dubai,
Vietnam, Tunisia, Turkey. I mixed sands of different granulations with glue, let it dry, and after 2 hours
minimum dusted with sand colored pigments.

Onto the figures.
I needed the soldiers dressed in casual clothing, so the Trumpeter Modern US Soldiers Logistics Supply Team was
just the ticket! I also bought several sets of heads in 1/35 scale for modulation.

Here is my technique for making copies of figures. Of course,

you should always buy originals from the manufacturer but if
you need to adjust a pose of a figure this is a pretty good way
of doing it.
Firstly, I make silicone molds for pouring. I use modeling clay
to create a bath. I put parts of bodies in there and pour the
silicone. I use silicone which is made by Penta Union Unisil9322, good silicone is prepared at proportion 100: 3. After
hardening (about 24 hours) I remove the figures, or parts of
the figures, I’m casting, cover with silicone grease (I use SI-M
from Penta Union) and pour Unicast polyurethane resin into
the form. I use Unicast-F at a ratio of 1:1.
After drying for about 5 hours I take out the casts. I use
cyanoacrylate glue to attach the parts.

From right to left. The silicone made by Penta
Union Unisil-9322. The silicone grease SI-M
from Penta Union and the Unicast
polyurethane resin.

After placing the soldiers in the poses, I
needed for different scenes. I puttied joints
and bends with Tamiya epoxy quick type.
Before the putty dried, I give it shape and the
necessary folds with a palette-knife. I also
made clothes for soldiers with the putty.
Later I covered the figures with a Gray
74.601 primer. For faces and skin, I used a
set of AK interactive (Flesh and skin colors).
The clothes were painted with Vallejo paints. For the camouflage I painted with a gray paint then this shade was
diluted with white paint by 50% and a small brush 000 applied small strokes and dots. You can also paint a
lighter shade, I even used white paint diluted with water. I made the shadows on the folds using acrylic paint by
Lutch (Ray) company. I diluted 80% of the paint with water and applied to the grooves. I did the washing with
the dark gray paint. This paint for this purpose is much better than the Vallejo paints because it does not leave
stains after drying, even if the dilution is very strong, it dries without staining. Vallejo's washing leaves stains and
requires post-processing, unfortunately I purchased this at the end of the process and could have saved myself
some time had I used this first.
The whole process took about 8 months start to finish. I worked no more than 2 hours a day. On the weekends of
course, I tried to spend more time at it but overall, I am satisfied with the work. Hope you enjoyed my design and
results!

MiG-29 Fulcrum build by Thant Zaw Win

Ever since I started model making I wanted to build the MiG-29 Fulcrum of the Myanmar Air Force. The
first MiG (Myanmar Air Force Scheme) I built was the 1/48 scale from Academy, which lacked the level of
detail I wanted. Then one of my modelling friends showed me Great Wall Hobby’s MiG-29 Fulcrum (912) Version. I was very impressed with the kit and the level of detail it offered, and promptly bought one.
Like most fighter aircraft kits, the build started
at the cockpit section. After the build was

complete I primed with Bosny Primer Spray
(locally available and cheap but with
acceptable properties, which I opted to decant
and spray through an airbrush). I then

painted the model using with Mr. Color 308
Grey.

Nothing special to report on the build, except
for the PE harnesses which comes with the kit.
It’s more complicated than shown in the

instruction booklet and needed a lot of
reference photos and many twists and tweaks
to fit it in place.

“…The kit provided an option to
display the nicely detailed
engine…”

The instrument panel comes with an individual

decal for each dial, so the accuracy and detail
are excellent. The whole cockpit assembly is
painted using AK Leaks and Kerosene Colour
Wash and then attached to the fuselage.

I built and painted the landing gear bays and then applied AK Landing
Gear Wash. They are then attached to the lower fuselage half.

Although the nose gear bay fits perfectly, the two rear gear bays
needed extra attention as they had a lot of gaps. But these gaps became
hidden when upper and lower fuselage halves are attached. These
biggest parts of the whole kit fit without a single seam or a gap.

The kit provided an option to

display the nicely detailed
engine.

But there is a

problem with the lack of

detail in the inner fuselage
areas when the engine is
being

displayed

outside.

Despite this issue, I decided to
paint, weather and display
the RD-33 Engine outside
because I have never painted

an aircraft engine before and

it was the new challenge for
me.
I primed and painted the
engine

parts

because

individually,

different

metallic

colours were being used. For
the front part of the engine, I

painted with Mr. Color Gun
Chrome (108) and Mr. Color
Silver (8).

I wanted to create a Jet Burnt Effect on the rear part of the engine. So, for these areas, I applied a black basing,
and then a layer of thinned Mr. Color Silver (8) was sprayed on. Tamiya Clear Blue and Clear Orange were
sprayed randomly to create Jet Burnt Effect. A very diluted Mr. Color Burnt Iron (61) is then sprayed on. The
control unit-like part on the engine is painted with a mixture of Mr. Color 8 (Silver) and Mr. Color 28 (Steel).

I painted the nozzle using the same procedure but this time the inner edges (where the nozzle meets the engine)
receives more Clear Orange while the outer edges receive more Clear Blue. Then, Mr. Color Burnt Iron (61) is sprayed.
The use of different
metallic colours

on

a

single engine gives more
realistic look than the
monotone

ones.

Therefore, I decided to
make some variations in
the

range

of

metallic

colours. To enhance this

even more, I used different
AK washes.

After both engines are
done,

the

attention

is

turned back to the aircraft.

There was a fitting issue
with

the

two

engine

covers. These big gaps

needed a lot of scraping,
sanding and filling to
make it right. So, I decided
not to attach both covers. I
attached the cover on the

side where the engine is
taken out. The other side
where

the

engine

attached is left exposed.

is

When the flaps, elevators
and vertical stabilizers are
glued, I cover up the
cockpit and wheel bays
and started priming.

Then I began the preshading, using Tamiya’s
XF-1 Black and Mr. Color

43 Wood Brown to bring
the temperature of the

overall colour to a warmer
side because the scheme of
the aircraft will be entirely
blue camouflage.

Later, the three-tone blue camouflage is painted. I used Mr. Color Light Blue (323) which is mixed a bit
with Mr. Colour White (316), Tamiya Sky Blue(X-14) and a mixture of Tamiya Medium Blue (XF-18)
and Sky Blue(X-14). I drew the camo patterns free-handed and did not use any method of masking.

When the entire aircraft was painted, I started
assembling the landing gear. I did some
scratch building and added wires and
stretched sprues. They are then painted,
washed and attached to the aircraft.

To apply decals smoothly, and to avoid decal silvering,
I sprayed a layer of clear gloss over the model before
applying the decals.

Once finished, the airframe stencils provided with the
kit, are applied. I got Myanmar Air Force markings

from Caracal Decals printed by Cartograf. They were
accurate, soft, easy to apply and represent the serial
number 27-08 aircraft of Myanmar Air Force.

Weapons didn’t require any assembling as they all come in one

piece with accurate details. That was great! They are easily
painted and attached to the hardpoints.
This is followed with streaking next and panelling is all done
using AK washes.

I felt that the detail inside the canopy was lacking so I scratch
built additions using some flat parts from the sprue trees, some
pieces from PEs and some unused decals make it more
interesting.

From this build, I got to experience painting and weathering the entire jet engine of a fighter aircraft. The kit is

very rich in detail but had some fitting issues. Luckily, these ill-fitting parts could be omitted or became hidden as
I built the model… except for the engine covers which needed extra attention to fix this issue.
Later I found out that some of these fitting issues have been solved with their second MiG-29 kit (9-13) the
hunch back (Not as much as the SMT). But in fairness the kit was very enjoyable to build, and possibly a straight
forward build for an experienced modeler.
I had been thinking of putting my aircraft
inside a hangar for long time. As I am very
weak in scratch buildings and dioramas, I

didn’t know how to get a proper hangar for
my aircraft. Recently, I found one hangar

kit made by cardboard paper for 1/48
fighter aircrafts. So, I ordered one and gave
it a try.

The main material of the kit was cardboard
paper and wires, LEDs and some accessories
for lighting. The build was easy and only a

few simple wirings and a pair of AA
Batteries needed to light up the LEDs.

The concrete base comes printed on a paper, so I glued it onto a plastic board to make it firm. The only problem
was that the instruction was written entirely in Chinese. I think this hangar kit is only for selling locally in
China. So I had my Chinese friend translate for me.

Since the kit was made of cardboard, the accuracy and the detail is not up to the standards of the plastic scale
model, nevertheless, it was presentable and amazingly photogenic especially at night when the LED are lit up.

MiG-29 Fulcrum
Thant Zaw Win

There’s a cover waiting for you

Desert Rat,1/16, by Phil Hought
The Full Monty

My palette showing the range of oil
colours I use to get the blend of skin
tone I’m after.

Primed with Vallejo grey
primer and left for 2
days to cure

Used for darkest
shadows

Vallejo Iraqui sand was used next and given a
two-day cure.

My first wash was made by blending burnt sienna
and raw umber oil paints, thinned with white spirit.
This was applied and then left to dry until it went
matt. You can speed up this process by using a
hairdryer.

Now take a cotton bud and, using downward strokes,
remove the excess wash. You should be left with a face
that is well tanned, and it follows that if you want
European theatre, then not so much red browns.

Payne’s grey is now applied to the eyes,
the nostrils and around the helmet strap
and anywhere we need darker shadows.

Now I move onto blocking in lines and start off the shading with burnt
umber, followed by the eyebrows greyed in with very thinned Payne’s grey

This was then dried with the hairdryer
to speed up the process.

My palette sows each stage, top to bottom
so far, vermillion and the red mix to give
the chap some lips and redness.
Very rarely do I paint in eyes, luckily
this head has the eyes squinted.

I now use the flesh tone oils and begin
to blend everything together.
I’m not so sure I like the eyebrows
though.

The paint is thinned to let the base
acrylic layer still shows through.

Using a mix of flesh tone, lightened
with white and yellow ochre, I added
some highlights, not many but enough
to draw the eye around the face.

I mixed some raw umber and Payne’s
grey together, and by the palette you
can see how thin I use them to create
his 5 ‘o clock shadow and to darken the
eyebrows.

The paint was added using a stippling motion
with the brush, slightly blending as I go.

I added a little more of the red mix from
my palette to the mouth and cheek
areas,

I then went over again with lightened flesh tone

Up next the ‘at...painted roughly with a dark green acrylic

Masked and given a light coat of hairspray

When this was dry, I sprayed it with a coat of
Iraqui sand and followed this by lightening it
up with the other two colours in the picture.

I then attacked it with a damp pointed
cotton bud...the roughness to the tin hat
I created with a Dremel.

So, after a bit of work we have beaten up tin
hat ready for weathering once cured.

I used a fine tip artists marker to add
more scratches/marks to the helmet.

I’d previously put a raw umber wash over the helmet and then attacked it again
with a cotton bud to remove the excess paint. On the inside rim I put patches and
marks to resemble mucky fingers, again with a bit thicker raw umber oil.

Buckles were done next with
a fine non-liquid chrome
marker, first attempt using
this, but I’m confident it will
be fine.

Strap is under coated in Vallejo acrylic Iraqui
sand, with ivory mix to lighten. An 8b pencil

was used the metallise the helmet rim and go
over the buckle

The completed face

The body of the figure was done with basic
airbrushing of light and shade, using the up and
down method of dark sprayed up and light from
the top down.

Raw umber and yellow ochre oil wash mixed up for
the shorts.

It’s kind of a glaze as opposed to a wash but duly
applied and left alone until the thinner evaporates.

The shorts I wanted to look darker than the shirt, but
that are not as yellow as they look in the photos, cotton
bud time again.

Downward strokes of several cotton buds get me
here, the under coats showing through the
“glaze” giving me the basic highlights I am after.

I added a wash of van dyke brown, to the shirt, with a
bit of flesh and yellow ochre, then like the shorts,
cotton bud attacked when a little dry.

The washes should find their way into all the creases,
this low light show shows the contrast achieved.

With a very thin wash of raw umber, followed by a brush
with a light stone mix of oil paint on it, I accented the
highlights and darkened the fold, blending with the dry
brush as I go.

Transition on the arms using a wash of burnt umber and
burnt sienna, allowed to dry a little and the excess removed.

Socks have been started, very light at
moment but they will get darker.
I have added a vermillion sap green,
raw umber mix, over a light green
acrylic base colour.

I used the bristle marks of the
brush to try and get some
texture to the sock, but I feel it
will need more work.
I’ll leave it to dry for a couple of
days before continuing

The boots were undercoated in khaki; then an oil
glaze of Payne’s grey mixed with raw umber was
applied, then wiped off on the high spots with, you
guessed it, a cotton bud.

Head is attached and a few little bits base painted,
the webbing was given various washes of raw

Socks further darkened with green oil paint, put on
using a thick bristle brush to create the wool sock
pattern.

Pin wash started with a raw umber, Payne’s grey
and ochre mix.

umber/yellow ochre.

I have outlined, and pin washed, various areas to
clean them up and add emphasis.

Due to shirt paintwork damage, I’ve reworked some
of the initial shading in the process.

Pin washing continues,

and white highlights are
added to the shirt. The
canteen was under

coated with light green
acrylic in preparation for
its overcoat.
There is still plenty more to

do... the backpack, rifle, and
bayonet are all being painted
separately, using the same
techniques as before...

The strap made from sticky metal foil and wire.

The ends where cut short after folding over.
strap

I made the strap connectors also from wire.

Gun undercoated with dark sand Vallejo

When dry I covered in a mix of raw umber
and burnt sienna oil paint.

This was them wiped off
in one direction using a
cotton bud, metal parts
were undercoated with
Vallejo aluminium.

Thin wash of gun metal blue
Vallejo was then put on the
metal parts.

Next came a coat of black
blue oil mix.

This was the rubbed off on
the high points with a bud
and dry brush.

Recoated with black mix and
removed again.

I then applied a burnt sienna,

raw umber oil mix to wood in
one direction with brush, the
brush marks give the wood
grain effect

Crushed stone,
battered with a

hammer into small
Pva applied to base

pebbles

Watery PVA mix
sucked up on a
syringe

Hand painted same way as
face in previous post

This can, of course, be replicated on a smaller scale…in this instance 1/35, using the exact same methods
as previously described.

Elefant camouflage by Scott Withers

I wanted to share a technique I’m using for the camo on my 1/35 Dragon Elefant.
I’m apply torn bits of heavy paper (and sometimes painters tape) to the body of the model to achieve a particular
pattern found on a Ferdinand (501).
Okay, I accept it’s not really historically accurate for my Elefant, but I just love the pattern.
I was looking for a technique to allow quick even coverage from the airbrush and I think I might have found it!
Simply attach torn pieces of paper onto the model, using your preferred method (blu tac etc) and overspray.
Dead easy!

Scratch built cart by Justin

Weston

I enjoy scratch building and I’m a strong believer of not trying to make plastic look like wood when
you can use wood. (Balsa Wood)

Looking around the web for
reference pictures I found several I
could use for this build.

Making the base frame in my own
unique design incorporating
aspects from the web pictures.

Base pieces all cut from
3mmx3mm square Balsa
Wood. I use my micro
chop it from Micromark,
makes light and easy
work of getting all the
pieces the same length.

Uprights were cut from the same 3x3mm

I then cut the base out of 1mm Balsa Wood.

and bevelled off to a slight angle with a file
then glued to the bottom frame.

I always distress my timber with a wire brush

Resulting boards sliced to width and glued

to give it some real depth and good grain lines.

down.

Side boards were done in the same way, and I made the top running board have rounded ends to it by
shaping them with the file.

Distressed, cut and glued in the front board.

Drivers standing boards glued onto the frame.

Now you can see where the axel will
be located, in the sub frame
assembly …visible in this picture.

1st one glued on and the second is bent
ready for attachment on the other side. In
the foreground of this picture you can just
make out the axel attached to one of the
wheels.
I made the axel from the 3mm square
Balsa Wood and sanded it to a round rod.
Took some work but turned out fine.

Axel in place and glued in place now.

Second wheel visible in the foreground,
this one won’t be attached as the wagon
will be broken down on the side of the
road.

I put it on the base next to my headless
1:35 German soldier for a scale check.

Finally, I added some of
the finer details like the
shaping of the outriggers,
making and attaching the
eyelet and side steps.

To make bolts etc, I was going to use my tried and true
method of cutting the heads off sewing pins and

pushing them into the wood, but they would have
been too big in scale. This is what I came up with.

Super tac glue is basically and advanced formula of
white glue that is extra sticky and dries quicker.

Drops of glue about the right size were achieved
by using a skewer dipped in glue and placed onto
the surface.

These blobs of glue will dry clear, but the texture will
remain and become visible once again when painted
and detailed.

My base colour of choice will be Tamiya XF-54 Dark Sea
Grey. Any shade of grey will work for this step it all
comes down to personal preference.

Looking at the test strip at the front of the
photo:
On the left is paint straight from the jar. We
don’t want to cover up all the grain and
detail with this thick paint, so I thinned it
down with Isopropyl Alcohol in a 3:1 mix of
Alcohol: paint. You can see on the right how
it has the wash like effect now.
Our little glue dot bolts come into their own now
as the wash won’t take to it they become clear and
easy to identify.

These photos are the result of one coat
of wash. I will do another as soon as
this one dries just to make sure we
have even coverage across the surface
areas.

“…Looking around the web for reference pictures I
found several I could use for this build…”

Second coat of wash applied now
and it’s time to let it dry and start
detailing those glue blobs, I
mean bolt heads we were
working on.

Oh! and a side note, if you notice
any places that have a little CA
glue still on them as the wash

won’t take to it just go in with a
little straight paint and cover it
up whilst doing a wet blend.

Tamiya XF-1 Flat Black will be my colour of choice for the iron work.
This will pop next to the grey and I love black iron work. I think it
looks amazing.

And here we are with the bolts and iron work painted up.

You could of course leave the cart at this stage and
be quite happy with it, not this little black duck,
let’s kick it up a notch and dirty up that wood a
little.

A bit of an odd use for MIG Streaking Grime but it works.

Don’t be scared to put down a nice
amount in the centre of the boards and
don’t worry about it soaking in either, this
actually adds to the effect.

While it’s still wet soak a brush in your
desired enamel base thinner and go to town
on it blending it out towards the edges of
the boards to feather it out. If you want a
darker area add more wash and less

thinner, it’s all trial and error and FUN!!

The next small step in painting is rusting
around the bolts. This cart has been broken
down for some time and due to the amount of
weather exposure it would have endured the
rust would start to seep in to the boards around
the bolt heads.
Choice of colour set for my rust paint is the
Ammo of MIG Rust effects acrylic paints. I will
only be using two of the shades for the desired
effects but the set of six gives you a multitude
of rust effect possibilities.

I’m going to kick off with “Medium Rust” as the
base colour.

Subtlety is key here, we just want to give the effect of the rust
starting to seep out around the bolt heads. Less is more, so to speak.

Now I use “Dark Rust” to bring the effect out. Even
less of this colour is added just to give it some
depth.

The end result, some rusty bolt heads.
Thanks for looking!

Wheel painting using the base colour of the cart, Tamiya XF54

Using the same technique as the wood weathering
using MIG Streaking grime and thinners to add a dirty
wash to the wheels and hubs.

I used MIG Gun Metal pigment to
represent the steel road tire on the outside
of the wheel. Application of this can be
done a number of ways but my personal
favourite is the makeup eye shadow
applicator borrowed from the wife’s make
up case. The more you buff the pigment,
more shine appears so you can stop at
your desired tone.
Next, we add some MIG Fresh Fuel and Oil
to the centre hubs and along the spokes.

The final reveal and
finished product.
Pigments and dust will
be added later once it’s
incorporated into the
diorama to blend into the
surroundings.

Moebius Cylon Centurion 1/6 scale by David Eaves
Shopping around the stalls at WASMex in 2017, I found a Cylon
Centurion kit going for the bargain price of $45 AUD. I hadn’t
actually thought about building one of these before but, for such
a good price, it would have been wrong not to buy it!
After posting my purchase, on my Facebook models page
“Daveiant’s Model Madness” one of my friends suggested that,
now a few of us had the kit, we should do a buddy build. It
would be very interesting to see the results of 5 different
modellers all building the same kit.
The first thing I decided, even before I opened the box, was that
I would have to change the standard pose allowed by the kit. It
looks very awkward and a bit unrealistic, in my opinion. I
considered just having it upright and standard in “sentry mode”
but, again, not very dynamic.

Previously, my partner in crime

Stuart Jackson and I had been
discussing the possibility of
making a damaged version,
dragging itself along the ground.
This seemed a good way to go so I
checked with Stuart first to make
sure I wasn’t stepping on his toes,
then made a start…

Upon opening the box, it seemed like an awful lot of parts and a little daunting…but once you start breaking it
down into sub-assemblies, the kit is fairly straight forward.

Once I’d put together the two halves of the head, I encountered my first problem
with the instructions. Moebius tells you to insert the “mouth” grill after you’ve
cemented the two halves of the head together. Trouble is, it doesn’t fit. I expected
it to slide in…nope. I ended up having to trim & sand it down to get it in place.
There’s a lesson here in test fitting items before gluing them together. Now, if
you’ve bought the Revell version of the kit, it tells you to insert the grill before
you glue the two halves together (Stuart has the Revell kit). Strange that they
differ, but there you go.
Once all that was corrected, I used a Dremel to
remove a lot of material from the head interior to
make room for the “red eye” light. I opted for a
single, non-moving light as I couldn’t afford to
buy an off-the-shelf moving eye kit. Plus,
although I can do basic soldering, I’m not an
electronics wiz capable of building one from
scratch.
So, I installed a “flickering” red light, supplied
complete with resistor & wires purchased off
eBay, painted all the head inner surfaces flat black
to eliminate any light bleed, fitted the clear visor
and closed up the head.

Next job was to alter the angle of the head. This is fixed for the centurion in an upright position. Mine was
going to be leaning forward so the head had to be angled further back. So, I drilled out the mounting hole
inside the head, cut off the mount on the neck and added a new one allowing a better angle.
Unfortunately, the head being angled further back meant a lot more of the neck joint was visible than
would be in standard position, which kinda highlighted where I modified it. So, I made some extra tubes &
pipes from Milliput, solder wire and electric cable to try & dress it up a bit.
Assembling the arms & legs is fairly simple basically they’re just moulded in 2 halves for both the upper &
lower sections with a simple elbow or knee joint. All the outer armour comes in separate pieces designed
to be added later. The kit allows for a limited amount of posing for the elbow joints, but I didn’t think this
would be enough. They are limited by plastic lugs within the elbow joint, so it was easy to cut the lugs off,
allowing a full range of movement and simply fill the resulting holes.

The angles of the arms themselves are set in one position on the kit, attaching via mounting plates inside the
torso. This wasn’t going to work for me, so I cut them off. After talking to another of my friends, his comments
inspired another way to mount the arms that would allow 360-degree movement, at least in the axis I needed.
I bought some styrene tube in two diameters (one fitting inside the3 other) and some styrene sheet from a local
model shop. I used the larger diameter tube as a kind of axle running through the centre of the torso, held in
place by two blanking plates cut from the sheet styrene. Then I attached the sections of the smaller diameter
tube to the ends of the arms. Hey presto! Full movement achieved.
Before I cemented the torso together, I cut a
damage hole into it, added some fake wiring
and brass mesh and fitted a blue flickering
light. All this was sealed with black duct tape
and then the torso closed up. Addition of a
few non-penetrating bullet scars added to the
in-combat look.

I treated the knee joints in the leg exactly the same as the arms,
cutting off the plastic stops to allow full movement. Again, the legs
are supposed to be fixed solid inside the torso via mounting plates.
I used a similar method as before to change this, running a styrene
tube axle through the leg holes in the lower torso. I had to cut off
the ball joints on the leg tops and make new ones with Milliput,
then add short lengths of the smaller diameter tube. So, pretty
much the same set up as with the arms.
The feet are also set at a fixed angle (nothing about this kit allows
for multi posing) so again, I drilled & cut off the mounts inside the
feet and on the end of the legs. I then drilled holes through the feet
and the remaining parts of the lower leg mounts and inserted a
plastic “pin” made from a cut section of cotton bud stem. Now the
feet could move further forward & backward.
I’d decided that the right leg was going to be blast damaged and
being dragged along, so I cut the leg into two just below the knee
joint and fitted a bunch of wires and tubes (those cotton bud stems
again) into the holes and finally cemented it back together with a
suitable gap.
After this, there was considerable messing around with arm & leg
positions, within the confines of the movement now available, to
get something I was happy with. Once this was decided, it was on
to priming.

The head, torso arms and legs (minus the outer
armour shell) were all primed with black Stynylrez.
Once dry the arms & legs were given a top coat of a
dark aluminium mixed from Mr Metal metallic paints
I had in stock. These were then sealed with a satin
clear coat.
The head & torso were first airbrushed with Mr Color
Aqueous gloss black, followed by a top coat of Mr
Color Super Metallic Chrome Silver. I’d read good
things about this paint and really wanted to give it a
try on this build…and I wasn’t disappointed. Plus, it
doesn’t require a clear coat, in fact, is specifies not to
as it dulls the reflectivity of the chrome paint.
The same treatment was given to all the outer armour
sections. Prime, Gloss Black and then Chrome Silver,
doing one side (i.e.; right arm & right leg) at a time.

Once dry, the armour pieces were fitted to the limbs and
then the limbs were glued solid onto the rest of the
model. I then gave the model a selective oil pin wash
only on the limbs and avoiding the chrome sections – I
wasn’t sure how the chrome paint would react to an oil
wash, so I left that well alone! I also blackened &
scorched the damaged leg by airbrushing on some
Tamiya flat black.

I did have to fix a couple of very obvious seams at this point. I was going to leave them alone as all the
painting was done…but they kinda annoyed me. So I sanded them, filled & smoothed them out and then
repainted them. Not a perfect job and you can still see a few imperfections if you look hard enough.
Unfortunately, all the attention to these areas highlighted a massive mistake I’d made! Now the instructions
are pretty clear as to which parts are for the left side and which are for the right side, with everything
numbered on the sprues.

However, the top sections of leg armour were not on sprues and
I managed to mix left & right over…so his upper leg shields are
on backwards! (There’s that test fit everything rearing its ugly
head again). How did they fit that way around? I really don’t
know, but they did! Unfortunately, they’d been super glued into
place so there was no way I could get them off to change them
around! Oh well. Thing is, unless you’re an aficionado of Cylon
centurions, you probably wouldn’t notice…. unless you’ve read
this admission, in which case it’s probably the first thing you’ll
look at and make loud tutting sounds. Don’t worry; I’ve
admonished myself plenty for this schoolboy error! But you
have to draw a line under it & move on, rather than trying to
pull it apart and potentially do even more damage.

Next came the assembly of the diorama display. I used a
cheap picture frame with a chrome style finish. I
removed the glass, masked off the edges of the frame and
filled the area with acrylic household filler. While it was
still wet, I sprinkled on a mixture of sand, cement &
small stones that I basically scooped off the floor in our
works yard. I’d already used a piece of old tree branch
to set up the right arm position so that was glued into
place using white PVA.

Also found in our works yard, the perfect
material for making long, dead grass – an old
and worn-out broom…or at least, the bristle
part – the broom itself was nowhere to be
seen! I basically pulled it apart into clumps
and used a hot glue gun to attach it to the base.
Finally, a sprinkling of thin leaves from one of
our garden trees and the last dregs of the
forest litter I had left over, and the base was
virtually complete. I just needed to drill holes
for the electronics wires, so they would sit
under the base and do a little hairdresser type
feathering on the grass clumps to make them a
little less uniform.

The final job was a bit of weathering. I have a can of Tamiya TS smoke left over from a Viper MKII canopy I
tinted, so I decanted it into a pot and then put it through the airbrush. To be honest, I should have bought a pot
of the acrylic lacquer version, so I could have thinned it more (not sure what you’re supposed to thin aerosol
TS with) as it was a bit thick to spray at low pressure, so I didn’t have as much control as I would have
preferred. I did try using some pastels too but, as suspected, they don’t stick to a high gloss surface. I’d need
proper weathering powder for that.
So then, wire him up the battery (hidden in a box covered with leaves) and final photos!
It was a fun build, especially with all the modifications that I managed to do. Hopefully this kneeling &
damaged Cylon Centurion build is unique. I haven’t seen another one...yet.

Pinning parts with styrene by Dean

Laing

This technique ensures a high level of secure mounting and demonstrates a good technique for making a
secure bond when contact surfaces are too small or fragile for glue alone. Also shown is a technique for
suggesting major details that are mostly hidden from view. The small amount of detail showing is
reproduced as a "Front" only. Essential skills for some of the scratch building situations we indulge in.
The subject kit is the 1978 Revell-Monogram 1:32nd scale Hawker Typhoon IB. The 2-part engine as
installed is visible only through a single removable panel on the starboard side. Not including the engine
bearer and cooling plenum was an opportunity to scratch build, in a few simple steps, and add more
visual appeal with only a little effort. Panel 01.
Starboard side of the nose has an engine access panel, so I added an engine bearer with a control box, a
coolant plenum and plumbing. As the view to the firewall is blocked, all I needed was for a section of the
engine bearer to be visible, with basic details in view. The coolant transfer plenum is visible as well but
required only a profile representation to be made. Materials for the bearer are round sprue and sheet
stock. For the plenum we need thin metal sheet and lead solder or lead thread. Tester's thin set cement
and super glue adhesives. As a source of metal foil, I use that from pill dose blister packs. Another
favourite is aluminium duct tape. Peel-tops from food containers are good, too. Aluminium resists super
glue though, which limits its use. Lead solder reproduces the coolant pipe.

Panel 1. First step is to place the completed
engine against the firewall and measure the
length needed to place the engine bearer, using
reference photos. Measure the length of the
support strut or use a protractor to measure and
transfer the angle. To measure, I use adjustable
dividers on the actual parts, and transfer that to
the work stock. Sometimes I convert it into a

true measurement.

Panel 2. Cut the 2 pieces from the appropriate
size and shape of plastic, in this case, round
sprue from the same kit. Angle cut and shape the
ends of the angled support to fit flush to the
main bearer and firewall. Use a round file to
form a better fit to the round sprue surface.

Panel 3. A #76 bit to drill a hole through the
bearer to the firewall, then through the firewall.
A length of stretched sprue, coated in cement,
secures these together. This makes a solid bond
through the firewall and the added bearer. Flat
sheet pieces were added for the welded doubler
at the 2-bearer junction, and the electrical
junction box at the forward end.
Arrange components on a metal plate, using
magnets as a jig to hold in place.

Panels 4, 5, 6. To pin it to the firewall,
I drill a hole there, and through the
bearer. I thread stretched sprue
through it and slide into position. Add
solvent cement to mating face, the
sprue at the back of the firewall, and
to where it exits the bearer. Trim
excess when glue sets.

Panel 7. Pill foil rolled with a dowel,
cut to shape and plenum threaded
into place. Super glue in place, and
paint with aluminium enamel.

Panel 8. I used solder for the plumbing,
drilled into collector ring. Blister pack
metal sheet was cut, rolled, and slipped
over the solder. Shaped over a dowel, this
sheet gets glued to the radiator. Its curved
edges are all that is needed to suggest
what will be seen of the 3-D plenum.
When installed in the nose, this simple
rendition will tell the story, without
having to scratch build a major assembly
that would not be seen completely.

Panel 9. Plumbing runs from the coolant tank
behind the spinner, through a plenum to the
chin radiator and below the engine and out of
sight near the firewall.

Issue 11 is now under
construction.
If you have an article, or tip,
please send it in to the usual
address:
magteam123@gmail.com

BE PROUD OF WHAT YOU HAVE ACHIEVED

